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Let me tell you a little about myself…
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Technical Consumer Research 
(TCR) creates, translates and 
connects sensory, consumer and 
business insights through a 
technical lens to enable winning 
products.
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Consumer Research 

Seeks to understand 
attitudes, behavior and 

emotions involved in liking 
and purchase interest 

among consumers.

Sensory Research

Scientific methods to evoke, 
measure, analyze, and 
interpret responses to 
products as perceived 

through the five senses.

Types of questions we answer..

What product(s) do consumers like?

Do the product differences matter to 
consumers?

What consumer behavior impacts how 
they engage with a product?

Does a product difference exist?

What are the product differences?
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Consumer words have power, and social listening gives us access to this 
power

Detecting and displaying patterns 
in language provides new ways of 
‘seeing’:

Consumer thought

Consumer behavior

Consumer interaction
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Text mining is the new frontier and through social listening we can make 
unexpected connections…
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So how are we leveraging social listening?
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Understanding consumer narrative in 
Digestive Health space
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Interest in digestive health and the human microbiome continues

SOURCE: Google Trends (Time period = 1/1/2017 – 11/28/2018)
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Social listening showed that solutions represent 33% of the conversations in 
digestive health narrative

Food Allergies (12%)

Ingredient | Detox (9%)

Clinical Research (6%)

Human Digestive System (8%)

Foodborne Illness (6%)

FODMAPS (2%)

Functional Beverages (6%)

Outbreaks (5%)

Scientific Reports (9%)

Medical Intervention(10%)

Probiotics | Good Bacteria (15%)

Common Disorders (7%)

COMMON DISORDERS:
• Bloating
• Constipation
• Heartburn

Digestive Enzymes (3%)
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2016 2018

Common Disorders

Ingredient | Detox

Functional Beverages

Probiotics | Good Bacteria

Digestive Enzymes

Common Disorders

As the narrative around common disorders has grown, so has the solution 
oriented content 
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A deeper dive into the conversation showed consumer interest in ingredients 
and methods to address digestive health issues 

Ingredient | Detox 

Sentiment Combined Score
-0.92 1.6
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Uncovering product claims and/or 
benefit stories to explore
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The exploration of the broader Digestive Health topic led us to take a closer 
look at the kombucha conversation…

KEY QUESTION:  Within the kombucha 
conversation, which terms have more 
social engagement among 
consumers:  ‘live cultures’, ‘SCOBY’ or 
probiotics’? 

This has implications on  
potential label claims 

and/or product positioning
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In the US, the kombucha narrative falls into 6 broad themes.  Non-ready to 
drink dominates the discussion

Health Benefits 
account for 23% of the 

conversation. 
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The footprint of “SCOBY”, “live cultures”, and “probiotics” varies within the 
US kombucha conversation

SCOBY 32%

N/A 67%

SCOBY FOOTPRINT

PROBIOTICS 50%

N/A 50%

PROBIOTICS FOOTPRINT

LIVE CULTURES 10%

N/A 90%

LIVE CULTURES FOOTPRINT

…but do consumers care?
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We learned that ‘probiotics’ is not a deal 
breaker for consumers.  

Live Cultures SCOBY Probiotics
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While ‘SCOBY’ 
mentions have high 
engagement, they 

are concentrated in 
Home Brewing 

theme

SCOBY 32%

N/A 67%

PROBIOTICS 50%

N/A 50%

LIVE CULTURES 10%

N/A 90%

IMPLICATION:  May have more flexibility 
for manufacturing & product design 

options

‘Probiotic’ mentions have significantly higher consumer engagement 
compared to ‘Live Culture’ mentions. 
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Understanding product expectations 
and benefits
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‘Acquired taste’ is an important theme in kombucha category. 
Consumers who seek kombucha for health benefits tend to accept that it 
has a taste ‘you have to get used to’. 

Acquired Taste
I love kombucha. 

Don't shake it! I think 
it may be an acquired 

taste but I love it.

I love this drink! Simply, it 
contains all of my favorite things. 

Kombucha is definitely an 
acquired taste, but if you like it 

you'd love this!

By far my favorite flavor of 
Kombucha. Easily one of the least 
vinegary tasting kombuchas.  If you 
want to ease your way into drinking 
kombucha as it's an acquired taste 

with most people.

So good! It is definitely 
an acquired taste! You 

have to get used to it but 
the benefits are 

outstanding!

IMPLICATION: Avoid making kombucha 
prototypes taste too good.  The ‘functional 

taste’ is a cue of efficacy. 
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Text mining analysis also uncovered energy benefit is important to 
kombucha consumers

6% • Energy

11% • Aid Digestion

2% • Bitter

3% • Carbonation

4% • Sour/Tart

3% • Vinegary

8% • Refreshing

14% • Sweet 

Benefits Sensory Attributes
IMPLICATION: Energy benefit may be an 

important benefit for Fermentation platform 
(tea and beyond)



Buying?
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Spending?Eating?

Lifestyles? Life-hacks? Decisions?

Consumer ReviewsBlogs NewsForums TumblrSocial Networks

Consumers are talking and sharing
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Gifting in China
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Blisters in US and Europe
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Deodorant and God
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What do men in LATAM do first when they get home?

Honey, I am home
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Honey, I am home
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THANK  YOU

RAZI  IMAM

CEO & CO-FOUNDER

E-MAIL  ADDRESS

razii@113industries.com

Pamela Chinn Mittoo

MANAGER, CCNA Technical Consumer 
Research



How can 
Consumer 
Behavior 
Modeling (CBM) 
be leveraged 
within 
organizations?
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Segments & Personas to 
Focus

White Spaces to 
Innovate

Companies to Acquire

Gain Leadership in a 
Category



Consumer Behavior Modeling covers six key areas
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What are the most prevalent behaviors & 
how do these behaviors unfold with regards 
to brand/product consumption?  

How do consumers view your brand and does this 
differ from expectations?

How can you evolve & drive key results 
that are directly in line with consumer 

wants, needs, and expectations?

Who are your behavioral or psychographic segments 
& what are they looking for in their products?

Which consumers should you focus on 
& how should you appeal to them 

based on their key personality 
attributes?

2. Behavioral Patterns

4. Segmentation

5. Segment Targeting

1. Perceptions

6. Strategic 
Recommendations

Which competitors should you be 
paying attention to & why?

3. Competitive Landscape



113’s AI Technology Stack and 
Consumer Behavior Modeling Experts

113’s AI

113’s team  of 
data readers and 

curators

113’s Data Architects

Social Listening and 
Data Capture

Consumer Personality 
Insights.

IBM WATSON AI
Specialized team using AI 
to develop insights and 
strategy from social data

113’s Consumer Behavior Modeling Experts



Behavioral Segmentation
Grouping of consumers by their shared behaviors, beliefs, values, attitudes, interests, 
lifestyles and other factors
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Value Equation/Hierarchy 
Framework that determines the various elements of a product/service/brand that 
consumers consider when making a decision and the priority each element holds 
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Motivations
Identifying and understanding the deeper why behind consumers’ behaviors, actions, 
perceptions and choices; creating motivation-based segments when applicable 
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Consumer Decision Tree
Data showing which actual consumption elements are taken into account when selecting a 
specific brand or product and the order in which these elements are applicable
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Various elements of the ”treat” ranked by importance to the 
consumer by treat category



Language Matrix
Framework that shows how different words and descriptors resonate with consumers 
within the client's product category, and shares recommendations on which words to use 
and why
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KEY MESSAGE 1:

KEY MESSAGE 2:



Competitive Landscape
Evaluation and identification of consumer perceptions and feelings regarding the 
competitors to the category, brand or product
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There are two different types of competition in the 
protein category

Product Competition: PLANT PROTEIN

Product Competition: MEAT PROTEIN

MORAL COMPETITION



113 Customers
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